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Summary. Membrane computing is a formal framework of distributed parallel comput-
ing. In this paper we study the reversibility and maximal parallelism of P systems from
the computability point of view. The notions of reversible and strongly reversible systems
are considered. The universality is shown for one class and a negative conjecture is stated
for a more restricted class of reversible P systems. For one class of strongly reversible P
systems, a very strong limitation is found, and it is shown that this limitation does not
hold for a less restricted class.
1 Introduction
Reversibility is an important property of computational systems. It has been well
studied for circuits of logical elements ([3]), circuits of memory elements ([7]), cellu-
lar automata ([8]), Turing machines ([1], [10]), register machines ([6]). Reversibility
as a syntactical property is closely related to the microscopic reversibility, so it
implies that the computation does not increase the entropy of the system, which
in turn assume better miniaturization possibilities for potential implementation.
A slightly different view on reversible systems is given for type-0 grammars
([9]). The so-called uniquely parsable grammars are studied. In very simple words,
this property (still being syntactical) implies that the generation of any word in
the language is unique (modulo the order of applying the rules in case when the
composition of applying them is commutative). The advantage of having such a
property is that it is easier to analyze their behavior.
Clearly, this reason remains valid even if the property of reversibility becomes
undecidable (just like the property of determinism in certain membrane systems).
Moreover, reversibility essentially is backward determinism. Reversible P systems
already were considered ([4]), but the model is energy-based (so the parallelism
is invariant-driven rather than maximal) and the main result is the simulation of
the Fredkin gate (so construction of a universal system in this way would use an
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infinite structure). In this paper we focus on the interplay between reversibility
and maximal parallelism, from the viewpoint of computability.
2 Definitions
In this paper we illustrate the reversibility concepts on P systems with sym-
port/antiport and one membrane, sometimes with inhibitors or priorities. For
simplicity, we also assume that the environment contains an unbounded supply
of all objects. The system thus can be defined by the alphabet, the initial multi-
set, the set of rules associated to the membrane, and the set of terminal objects.
Throughout this paper we represent multisets by strings. We write an antiport
rule sending a multiset x out and bringing a multiset y in as x/y, and the symport
case corresponds to y = λ. If a rule has inhibitor a, we write it as x/y|¬a. The
priority relationship is denoted by >. It is not difficult to generalize the definitions
for the models with multiple membranes and changing membrane structure, but
it is not important here.
Consider a P system Π with alphabet O. In our setting, a configuration is de-
fined by the multiset of objects inside the membrane, represented by some string
u ∈ O∗. The space C of configurations is essentially |O|-dimensional space with
non-negative integer coordinates. We use the usual definitions of maximally par-
allel transition ([11]). It induces an infinite graph of C. Notice that the halting
configurations (and only them) have out-degree zero.
We call Π strongly reversible if every configuration has in-degree at most
one. We call Π reversible if every reachable configuration has in-degree at most
one.
A property equivalent to reversibility is determinism of a dual P system ([2]).
The result of a halting computation is the number of terminal objects inside
the membrane when the system halts. The set N(Π) of numbers generated by a
P system Π is the set of results of all its computations. The family of number
sets generated by reversible P systems with features α is denoted by NrOP1(α)T ,
where α ⊆ {sym∗, anti∗, inh, Pri} and the braces of the set notation are omitted.
Subscript T means that only terminal objects contribute to the result of compu-
tations; if T = O, we may omit specifying it in the description and we then also
omit the subscript T in the notation. To bound the weight (i.e., maximal number
of objects sent in a direction) of symport or antiport rule, associated ∗ is replaced
by the actual number. For strong reversible systems, we replace in the notation r
by rs.
2.1 Register machines
In this paper we consider register machines with increment, unconditional decre-
ment and test instructions, see also [6].
A register machine is a tuple M = (n,Q, q0, qf , I) where
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• n is the number of registers;
• I is a set of instructions labeled by elements of Q;
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial label;
• qf ∈ Q is the final label.
The allowed instructions are:
• (q : i?, q′, q′′) - jump to instruction q′′ if the contents of register i is zero,
otherwise proceed to instruction q′;
• (q : i+, q′, q′′) - add one to the contents of register i and proceed to either
instruction q′ or q′′, non-deterministically;
• (q : i−, q′, q′′) - subtract one from the contents of register i and proceed to
either instruction q′ or q′′, non-deterministically;
• (qf : halt) - finish the computation; it is a unique instruction with label qf .
If q′ = q′′ for every instruction (q : i+, q′, q′′) and for every instruction (q :
i−, q′, q′′), then the machine is called deterministic.
A register machine is called reversible if for some state q there is more than
one instruction leading to it, then exactly two exist, they test the same register,
one leads to q if the register is zero and the other one leads to q if the register
is positive. More formally, for any two different instructions (q1 : i1α1, q′1, q
′′
1 ) and
(q2 : i2α2, q′2, q
′′
2 ), it holds that q
′
1 6= q′2 and q′′1 6= q′′2 . Moreover,
if q′1 = q
′′
2 or q
′′
1 = q
′
2, then α1 = α2 =? and i1 = i2.
It has been shown ([6]) that reversible register machines are universal. It follows
that non-deterministic reversible register machines can generate any recursively
enumerable set of non-negative integers as a value of the first register by all its
possible computations starting from all registers having zero value.
3 Examples and Universality
We now present a few examples to illustrate the definitions.
Example 0: Consider a P system Π0 = ({a, b}, a, {a/ab}). It is strongly re-
versible (for a preimage, remove as many copies of b as there are copies of a, in
case it is possible and there is at least one copy of a), but no halting configuration
is reachable. Therefore, ∅ ∈ NrsOP1(anti∗).
Example 1: Consider a P system Π1 = ({a, b, c}, a, {a/ab, a/c}). It generates
the set of positive integers and it is reversible (for the preimage, replace c with
a or ab with b), but not strongly reversible (e.g., aa ⇒ cc and ac ⇒ cc). Hence,
N+ ∈ NrOP (anti2).
Example 2: Consider a P system Π2 = ({a, b}, aa, {aa/ab, ab/bbb}). It is re-
versible (aa has in-degree 0, while ab and bbb have in-degree 1, and no other configu-
ration is reachable), but not strongly reversible (e.g., aab⇒ abbb and aabb⇒ abbb).
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Example 3: Any P system with a rule x/λ, x ∈ O+, is not reversible. There-
fore, symport rules cannot be actually used in a reversible P systems with one
membrane.
Example 4: Any P system with rules x1/y, x2/y that applied at least one of
them in some computation is not reversible.
We now show that reversible P systems with either inhibitors or priorities are
universal.
Theorem 1. NrOP1(anti2, P ri)T = NrOP1(anti2, inh)T = NRE.
Proof. We reduce the theorem statement to the claim that such P systems simulate
the work of any reversible register machine M = (n,Q, q0, qf , I). Consider a P
system
Π = (O, q0, R, {r1}), where
O = {ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪Q,
R = {q/q′ri, q/q′′ri | (q : i+, q′, q′′) ∈ I}
∪ {qri/q′, qri/q′′ | (q : i−, q′, q′′) ∈ I} ∪Rt,
Rt = {q/q′′|¬ri , qri/q′ri | (q : i?, q′, q′′) ∈ I}.
Inhibitors can be replaced by priorities by redefining Rt as follows.
Rt = {qri/q′ri > q/q′′ | (q : i?, q′, q′′) ∈ I}.
Since there is a bijection between the configurations of Π containing one sym-
bol from Q and the configurations of M , the reversibility of Π follows from the
correctness of simulation, the reversibility ofM , and from the fact that the number
of symbols from Q is preserved by transitions of Π.
4 Limitations
The construction in the theorem above uses both cooperation and additional con-
trol. It is natural to ask whether both inhibitors and priorities can be avoided.
Yet, consider the following situation. Let (p : i?, s, q′′), (q : i?, q′, s) ∈ I. It is usual
for reversible register machines to have this, since the preimage of configuration
sC depends on register i. Nevertheless, P systems with maximal parallelism with-
out additional control can only implement a zero-test by try-and-wait-then-check
strategy. In this case, the object containing the information about the register p
finds out the result of checking after a possible action of the object related to the
register. Therefore, when the state represented in the configuration of the system
changes to s, it obtains an erroneous preimage representing state q. This leads to
the following
Conjecture 1. Reversible P systems without priorities and without inhibitors are
not universal.
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Now consider a strongly reversible P system. The following theorem establishes
a very serious limitation on such systems if no additional control is used.
Theorem 2. In strongly reversible P systems without inhibitors and without prior-
ities, every configuration is either halting or induces only infinite computation(s).
Proof. If the right-hand side of every rule contains a left-hand side of some rule,
then the claim holds. Otherwise, let x/y be a rule of the system such that y does not
contain the left-hand side of any rule. Then x⇒ y and y is a halting configuration.
It is not difficult to see that xy ⇒ yy (objects y are idle) and xx ⇒ yy (the rule
can be applied twice). Therefore, such a system is not strongly reversible, which
proves the theorem.
Therefore, the strongly universal systems without additional control can only gen-
erate singletons, i.e., NrsOP1(anti∗)T = {{n} | n ∈ N}, and only in a degenerate
way, i.e., without actually computing.
It turns out that the theorem above does not hold if inhibitors are used. Con-
sider a system Π3 = ({a, b}, a, {a/b|¬b}). If at least one object b is present or no
objects a are present, such a configuration is a halting one. Otherwise, all objects
a are exchanged by objects b. Therefore, the only possible transitions in the space
of all configurations are of the form an ⇒ bn, n > 1, and the system is strongly
reversible.
5 Discussion
We outlined the concepts of reversibility and strong reversibility for P systems,
concentrating on the case of symport/antiport rules (possibly with control such
as priorities or inhibitors) with one membrane, assuming that the environment
contains an unbounded supply of all objects.
We showed that reversible P systems with control are universal, and we con-
jectured that this result does not hold without control. Moreover, the strongly
reversible P systems without control do not halt unless the starting configuration
is halting, but this is no longer true if inhibitors are used.
Showing related characterizations might be quite interesting. Many other prob-
lems are still open, e.g., reversibility of P systems with active membranes.
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